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Abstra t
Data students olle t from the typi al advan ed undergraduate laboratory on Saturated Absorption Spe tros opy (SAS) of rubidium an be used to measure the isotope shift and thus leads to
an estimate of the isotopi ground state energy shift. This helps students re ne their `pi ture'
of the atomi ground state. We des ribe theoreti ally why this laboratory works well with freerunning laser diodes, demonstrate it experimentally using these lasers tuned to either prin ipal
near-infrared transitions, and show an extension of the laboratory using the modulation transfer
spe tros opy method.
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I.

INTRODUCTION:

In most instan es of the Saturated Absorption Spe tros opy (SAS) laboratory in urrent
use in the advan ed undergraduate laboratory, the goals are to understand the on eptual
basis of saturation, its use in a Doppler-free measurement and to determine the ex ited state
hyper ne splittings for the two isotopes, 85Rb and 87Rb. While these are undoubtedly of
great value in their own right, one an extend the value of this laboratory experien e by using the SAS data to determine the isotope (energy-)shift between the two isotopes. A re ent
(summer 2019) survey of all Ohio olleges and universities o ering BS/BA physi s determined that while fully one third of the 20 programs have laser spe tros opy of the rubidium
atom as a prominent part of their advan ed laboratory, not one (other than Youngstown
State University (YSU)) uses it to measure the isotope shift between rubidium isotopes. Of
importan e later, that survey also determined that every instan e of that laboratory used an
External Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL) system, instead of the mu h simpler and less expensive
"noisy" or free-running laser diode.
The pedagogi value of doing an isotope shift laboratory is that it re nes and expands
upon the atomi physi s lessons that the students learn as part of their junior/senior physi s
sequen e. Asking undergraduate physi s majors about their 'pi ture' of the atom often reveals ommon mis on eptions, among them the notion that the nu leus 'sits' at the enter
of a symmetri al ele tron loud. If so, then why would the mass of the nu leus itself play
any role in the ele troni ex itation spe trum? Of ourse, an appeal to their lassi al understanding reveals that the nu leus must indeed be in ountermotion to the ele tron, whi h in
the S-state is ontinually moving radially, but a laboratory experien e measuring the isotope
shift (in part due to the ountermotion) an serve to reinfor e this `pi ture' of o-motion
inside the atom. Isotope shift measurements in the opti al se tion of the undergraduate
advan ed laboratory appears to have traditionally been done by omparing the hydrogen
and deuterium Balmer series using a relatively low resolution spe trometer.1 Doing so one
re overs the aforementioned e e t of the nu lear orbital o-motion without being sensitive
to the mu h smaller isotope nu lear size e e ts. In ontrast, the experiment in rubidium
ontains both the motional and the nu lear size e e ts.
Laser diodes have long been used in hyper ne spe tros opy on both of the prin ipal near
infrared opti al transitions ( alled the `D1' at 795nm or `D2' at 780nm respe tively). See
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Figure [1℄) of the rubidium atom,2 and SAS on these transitions as reported in the extensive
existing literature typi ally employ ECDLs,3,4 or somewhat more intri ate avity stabilized
s hemes.5,6 For more details on the physi s of the laser diode and the histori al development
of their use in atomi spe tros opy, see Ref.7. There is signi ant literature on SAS's use in
higher ex ited state levels, notably,3,8{11 and even pulsed lasers, for example in Ref.5,12, as
well as for other atomi spe ies,13 even with free-running (non ECDL) laser diodes.14
The laser diodes used for these experiments are ommodity Indium Gallium Arsenide
NIR diodes and have a fairly small temperature oeÆ ient for the emission wavelength.
As is well known, the material's modest wavelength temperature oeÆ ient results in the
emission wavelength varying smoothly with temperature and urrent over limited ranges.
These ontinuous variations are a ompanied by reprodu ible dis ontinuous so- alled \mode
hops" in the laser's wavelength (and output intensity) over larger modulations in the diode's
urrent or temperature. Nevertheless, about half the diodes we have tested this way end
up being suitable for these experiments in that they allow for a mode-hop-free sweep range
that easily spans the entire rubidium D1 (or D2) transitions (roughly 9 GHz). An additional
barrier to adoption parallel with the me hani al/opti al omplexity and ost of the ECDL
laser head is also its intri ate temperature stabilization ir uit (see for example that in
Ref.15 ), for whi h there now are heaper ommer ial options.
Using D-line spe tros opy to quantify the isotope e e t also has a elebrated history,16{21
(read Ref.22 for a more up-to-date experimental summary of isotope shift measurements
in rubidium) and more re ently pre ision measurements of the isotope shift have been of
interest for the indire t dete tion of new physi al intera tions.23{25 More modern laser diode
spe tros opi approa hes to measurements of the isotope shift have been done in warm
vapor ells26,27 as well as in the experimentally more hallenging dis harge tubes and atomi
beams.28{31
Over the last 20+ years, mu h of the laser diode spe tros opy te hnique has be ome
part of the anon of the advan ed undergraduate laboratory.32 Of parti ular interest beyond
measuring the isotope shift, laser diode spe tros opy has been used to tea h about Doppler
broadening,33 radiative broadening,34 non-linear spe tros opy,35 noise spe tros opy,36 SAS
lineshape,37,38 again with these studies using ECDLs. It is noteworthy that there is
literature39 of early spe tros opi experiments using only a free-running laser diode. However this experiment did not use SAS and only dis ussed, but did not measure, the isotope
3

FIG. 1. An explanation of the level stru ture of single ele tron atoms, starting from the lassi al
Hydrogen spe trum with spinless ele trons (S hroedinger equation). As well des ribed in undergraduate expositions of the orre tions to the hydrogen spe tra, next ome relativisti ontributions
whi h in lude the spin of the ele tron and ause the ne stru ture splitting. Next order to that
are nu lear magneti e e ts ausing the atomi levels to be organized in terms of the total angular
momentum F , resulting in hyper ne stru ture. Small letters in green are the measured adja ent
line splittings in MHz. This paper des ribes an elementary laboratory for measuring the ground
state isotope shift. Not all atomi levels are shown.

e e t in rubidium. There is as well another report40 using SAS via illumination by a freerunning laser diode, but did not take the measurements needed to determine an isotope
shift.
The goals of this arti le are to des ribe the simpli ity and pedagogi utility of the laser
spe tros opi determination of the isotope shift in atomi rubidium and to remind olleagues
and explain why noisy, free-running lasers work so well in this appli ation. By "noisy"
laser, we are referring to the frequen y (or phase) jitter intrinsi to the laser diode's normal
operation. Note that, somewhat surprisingly, the spe tral widths of free running laser diodes
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an be as mu h as 5 times that of the measured width of the SAS resonan es they reate. This
means in pra ti e that, even if the lasers used are about 10 to 15 times spe trally broader
than the natural line width of the transitions that they probe, one an still easily apture
MHz-level ex ited state frequen y di eren es. As noted, most undergraduate laboratories
of rubidium SAS (and others involving atomi physi s methods but with warm atoms) use
ECDLs, ranging in ost typi ally from $5k to $20K. We nd this urious in light of the fa t
that, as we des ribe here, mu h less expensive and simpler laser diode sour es apparently
work equally well. Below, by dire tly omparing the isotope shift measurements using simply
ollimated and temperature ontrolled laser diodes to that of ECDLs on both the D1 and
D2 transition, we nd essentially no statisti al di eren e in a ura y.
We provide a brief, simpli ed analysis of the anoni al quantum opti s model for the SAS
pro ess, using it to explain the weak dependen e of the signal quality (resonan es enters,
ontrast and linewidths) on the spe tral width of the interrogating laser. After that se tion
we des ribe the experimental on guration, detail the data redu tion step and in lude, as
summary of all these experiments performed here at YSU last year, a tabulation of the
measured isotope shifts by this method using noisy, free-running laser diodes and ECDLs
on both the D1 and D2 transitions.
II.

THEORY:

In its simplest form, isotope shifts in a spe trum are due primarily to two phenomena: the
dynami al e e t of the nu lear mass and ele tron's o-motion and the residual di eren es in
the ele tron's intera tion with the nu leus (see Ref.41 for a student-friendly, very readable and
omprehensive urrent theory review of isotope shifts in omplex atoms). On dimensional
grounds alone but ignoring the hyper ne intera tions, the energy E of an atom an only
be a fun tion of the ele tron mass m and the nu lear mass M . Asymptoti analysis of the
problem indi ates that the relevant mass s ale for the ele tron-nu leus intera tion is the
redu ed mass  = mM=(m + M ), whereas for the ele tron-ele tron intera tion, it is m=2; so
that we may write for ea h orbital and energy E = W (m=M; e; s) + mY (m=M; e; s) where
e is the (dimensionless) ele tron harge and `s' represents the quantum numbers of that level
and where W and Y are dimensionless fun tions. For example, the familiar Rydberg formula
(hydrogen Z = 1) reads En =  2Zn where 1/ = 137.03 is the ne stru ture onstant,
2 2 2
2
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is the speed of light and n, the prin ipal quantum number. The part of the isotope shift
that is a onsequen e of this overall -s aling of the rst term in the energy in literature is
referred to as \the normal mass shift" , or NMS. The se ond Y term is smaller and referred
to as the \nu lear shift" or NS. It is a non-nu lear mass related e e t attributable in part to
the di eren e in the mean harge radius of the isotope nu lei. This di eren e impa ts the
energies of the ele trons (parti ularly the S -ele trons (L = 0)) as they sample the di eren e
between the exa t (and thus singular) Coulomb potential and that of a `smeared' nu lear
harge. Here for simpli ity of dis ussion we in lude in the NS ontributions from se ondary
hanges in the multiele tron wavefun tion in moving between isotopes. Finally, also in luded
in the NS, are any ontributions from the magneti properties of the nu leus beyond the
hyper ne splittings whi h mark the (relative) orientations of the ele tron spin and magneti
moment of the isotope's nu leus.
Mu h of the additional omplexity of using rubidium isotopes, as opposed to the spe tral
omparison between those of hydrogen, is primarily due to the isotope shift being mu h
smaller in the former, so for rubidium isotopes one must ontend with the hyper ne splittings
of both the ground state and ex ited states. Fortunately this is simple and straightforward
to do, sin e the hyper ne level shifts are parameterized via17,18
B 3 C (C + 1) J (J + 1)I (I + 1)
A
(1)
ÆE (I; L; S ) = E0HF S + C + 4
2
2
I (2I 1)J (2J 1)
where E0HF S would be the shift in the absen e of any hyper ne intera tion. Here C =
F (F + 1) J (J + 1) I (I + 1) and F = I + L + S is the total atomi angular momentum,
written as a sum of the spin of the nu leus, the ele tron orbital ontribution and the ele tron
intrinsi spin S (S = 12 ). Note further that the `B ' term does not ontribute for the D1
transition sin e here J = 12 for both ground state and ex ited state (A = 120.5MHz and
408.3MHz, resp. for 85Rb and 87 Rb). In general, for the high-Z alkali atoms, the `B ' term
is generally signi antly smaller than the `A' term. For the D2 transition in 85 Rb a epted
values are A = 25.0MHz B = 25.7MHz and for 87 Rb A = 84.7MHz, and B = 12.5MHz.5,19
In what follows, we assume that students have in earlier experiments already measured
the ground state hyper ne splitting and here adopt the a epted values of EHF S =h = 3036
(85 Rb) MHz and 6835 (87 Rb) MHz. Simply tting for line enters of the linear absorption
features themselves in a va uum rubidium vapor ell, and subsequently nding the ground
state hyper ne ` enter of mass' for ea h isotope (by performing the weighted sum with
6

respe t to the ground state multipli ities alone, see below) would suÆ e for determining
the isotope shift were it not for the fa t that the ex ited state hyper ne splittings are so
large they signi antly distort the linear absorption features, making this dire t approa h
untenable. We must instead resolve the individual ex ited state resonan e line enters and
then ombine these data. SAS is one onvenient te hnique for doing exa tly that.
On e the spe tral lo ations for the ex ited state hyper ne levels are measured, we must
a ount for the `s' (quantum number) dependent part of W and Y . For simpli ity of presentation, we largely ignore the \B " term ontributions to the hyper ne splitting and take the
hyper ne energy splittings to be approximately dE (s) = 21 A(F (F +1) I (I +1) J (J +1)),
for A a onstant proportional the nu lear magneti moment and F = I + J where J = L + S ,
in the usual notation familiar to rst year quantum me hani s students. Note that for L = 0
(ground states) the J = 12 and so F = I  12 , leading to dE =  A4 (2F + 1). The usual
ex ited state hyper ne interval then is Ehfs = dE+ dE = 3A85 or 2A87 for 85 Rb and
87 Rb respe tively.
The appearan e of the state multipli ities 2F + 1 in the hyper ne energies allows us to
remove the hyper ne energy splittings entirely from the spe trum by forming linear ombination of the energies, for example for the ground states E0HF S Rb = (7dE+ + 5dE )=12
for 85 Rb and E0HF S Rb = (5dE+ + 3dE )=8 for 87Rb. These so- alled ` enter of mass' energies represent the energy of the atomi state were the ele tron spinless and, to re-iterate,
are simply the state-weighted average of the ( xed total F) state energies. Intuitively one
an think of this sum as homogenizing all possible relative spin orientations of the ele tron
and the nu leus, ausing a ve tor intera tion ( the `A' part of the hyper ne intera tion) to average to zero. We apply this same method of weighted sums (though with the
ex ited state multipli ities) to the di erent ex ited state hyper ne intervals we measure
from SAS. The hyper ne intera tion independent energy level spa ings that result from this
multipli ity-weighted averaging are then ompared between isotopes.
The Saturated Absorption Spe tros opy (SAS) used widely in undergraduate laboratories
for measurement of the A and B oeÆ ients (or the grounds state hyper ne interval) results
in a ne enough omparison of the 85 Rb and 87 Rb spe tra for a determination of the isotope
shift at the 10% level with no extra experimental work. Although there are many other
ways of measuring the isotope shift, SAS is a onvenient, simple, and a urate probe of the
multi omponent nature of ea h of the absorption lines and, with its sub-Doppler linewidths,
85
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greatly simpli es the determination of the individual transitions line enters. There are two
other, though less obvious, advantages to using SAS. The SAS line enters are somewhat
prote ted from the usual vagaries of AC stark e e ts, beam mismat h, and SAS lineshape
distortions that a ompany the unavoidable opti al pumping pro esses in an SAS opti al
eld. Importantly, we show below that the SAS resonan e linewidth and line ontrast are
not strongly perturbed by the laser's spe tral width even when it is many 10's of MHz wide,
that is, many times the natural linewidth being ex ited. This result is onsistent with the
experien e using an ECDLs, as Ref.4 summarizes with the observation that the width of
SAS resonan es in a va uum vapor ell are typi ally as mu h as 6 times that of the natural
linewidth. ECDL's typi ally have spe tral widths signi antly narrower than the natural
width of the opti al transitions in the rubidium atom themselves.
A simpli ed theoreti al model explains why (spe trally noisy) free-running non-ECDL
laser sour es suÆ e for SAS-based measurements of the ex ited state hyper ne intervals.
SAS is deeply understood42,43 and although what we present here is not new, we in lude
it for logi al ompleteness and feel it of value be ause so many tea hers of the advan ed
laboratory ourses that have a laser spe tros opy of rubidium lab are surprised to learn that
the SAS resonan e widths are not only sub-Doppler but an be sub-laser linewidth.
While passing through a medium, light's ele tri and magneti elds are modulated by
the AC polarizability of that medium. This an be most dire tly des ribed in terms of
the o diagonal elements ( alled \ oheren es") of the density matrix  whose elements are
ij = jiihj j where i; j = \g" for ground state and \e" for ex ited state. The diagonal
parts of the density matrix are proportional to the state o upations, and thus are alled
\populations." For the two-level system illuminated by a single laser eld, the density matrix
elements in the rotating wave approximation, satisfy,44
i (
 )
2 + 2 + 2  +  = 1
eg = ge = 2 gg2 ee 2
gg = 2 2
(2)
gg
ee
 + +2
 + +2 2
where the Rabi frequen y is the produ t of the laser beam's ele tri eld and the dipole
matrix element onne ting the states \e" and \g", is the de ay onstant of the state \e" and
 = ! !0 is the frequen y detuning, the frequen y mismat h between the \e-g" transition
frequen y !0 and the laser frequen y !. We have suppressed subtleties of the di eren e
between the population (i.e. ee and gg ) de ay onstant and that of the oheren es, for
simpli ity assuming that they are related to ea h other in the simplest way. The absorption
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of the light is proportional to dnIm(eg ) where n is the number density of the atoms and d
is the dipole matrix element of the transition. Note that in the high intensity limit (  )
we have ee = gg = 1=2 on resonan e. Approa hing this limit is alled `saturation', and
there, by Eq. (2), the ge ! 0, so that the medium be omes transparent be ause the intense
light eld has e e tively depolarized it. This is the basis of the SAS te hnique; the redu tion
in the resonant absorption of a weak beam (`Probe') from the redu tion in polarizability of
the medium aused by a stronger (`Pump') beam.
The simplest SAS method typi ally involves ounterpropagating pump and probe beams
derived from the same laser sour e. As a onsequen e of the Doppler e e t, atoms with a
velo ity omponent olinear to the beam then respond to the ounterpropagating elds as
having di erent frequen ies. The atomi density, n, for ea h olinear velo ity is proportional
to the Boltzmann fa tor  e mvkB T (note not the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution) where the
v is the omponent of the velo ity along the propagation dire tion of the light beams. Thus,
for atoms moving along the beams, the absorption of the weak beam (`probe') generally does
not depend on the strong beam (`pump'). Atoms moving hie y transverse to the two beams
(having only a small velo ity omponent along the beams) an be simultaneously resonant
with both light elds, and so absorption of the probe beam would be redu ed due to the
depolarization from the saturating pump beam. Thus, onvolving a at laser frequen y
distribution of a pres ribed width, with a Lorentzian distribution whose width is xed by
the atomi response (instrinsi width + power broadening term in denominator of Eq. 2)
and integrating lastly over the Boltzmann distribution to a ount for the atomi density in
ea h velo ity \ lass", we arrive at a typi al absorption pro le as in Fig. 2a.
For the urves in Fig. 2 the natural line width of the single transition was set to 1, the
Doppler width some 50 times larger. The bla k urve in the graph was at a pump power
of 1.0 (that is, had a Rabi frequen y equal to the state's natural linewidth) and the other
lines were at sequential fa tors of 10 above and below that value. There was assumed no
angular mismat h between the pump and probe, and no transverse beam stru ture. In
Fig. 2 the laser's linewidth was negligible but the vapor was opti ally thi k. At intermediate
powers, the spe tral width of a transition is related to the quadrature sum of the widths
of the two parti ipating states. In addition to its natural linewidth, the saturating beam
eli its power broadening of the transition, in order to a tually get the atoms into saturation.
One an think of power broadening as an e e tive `lifetime' of the ground state; in the
2
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FIG. 2. At negligible laser spe tral width and an opti ally thi k vapor: (a) Typi al absorption
pro le via numeri al integration for the probe beam displaying the Doppler pro le (broad) and the
mu h narrower redu tion in absorption (thin) SAS feature. As the pump power is in reased, the
depth of the SAS feature in this simple model grows and then power broadens. Moving along from
the least deep to deepest SAS feature the power in reases by a fa tor of 10 ea h urve (labelled in
units Isat ) (b) theory model SAS feature width in units of natural width (points) as a fun tion of
the light intensity and a two-parameter t line based on the quadrature sum of widths, as des ribed
in text.

presen e of the opti al eld the ground state atoms are unstable so they `de ay up' to the
ex ited state; in other words they spend less time on average in the ground state due to
absorption/stimulated emission. A hieving the saturation needed for SAS results in power
broadening and indi ates why even very spe trally narrow sour es do not reate natural
line-width limited SAS resonan es. Figure 2b is a plot of the simulation probe beam's
SAS feature width (FWHM) as a fun tion of pump power along with a two-parameter t
fun tion that is the square root of a onstant plus a term proportional to the power.(see
Ref.[45 ℄, Eq. 6.76, and Fig. 6.8 there). In a real atom like rubidium, whi h has multiple
ground state levels, to really understand in quantitative detail the SAS lineshape and depth
it is ne essary to a ount for the ground states' population redistribution aused by the
pump eld ( alled `opti al pumping e e ts').
In this omputer simulation of the SAS pro ess, we an plot the SAS resonan e width
(FWHM) and SAS feature ontrast (one minus the ratio of transparen y with and without
the pump eld present) as a fun tion of the laser linewidth at xed pump power, Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. (a) A plot of the theory- omputed SAS feature width as a fun tion of the laser linewidth
(all axes in units of ex ited state natural line width). In this plot

I=Isat < 1.

(b) A plot of the

theoreti al SAS feature ontrast with in reasing laser linewidth. The lower line is at I=Isat = 0.01
whereas in the upper urve that ratio is 0.1. The dashed line is a verti ally s aled version of the
lower line.

There are two important on lusions from these simulations: First, note that even at negligible laser linewidth, the FWHM of the SAS feature is a somewhat wider than natural
linewidth, onsistent broadly with experimental ndings. Se ond, the laser linewidth an be
as mu h as 10 times that of the natural line width before it starts noti eably ontributing to
the width of the SAS resonan e, and that the SAS resonan e ontrast is also weakly redu ed
at these large laser linewidths. Although our simulation in ludes AC Stark terms to leading
order, there is essentially no measurable dependen e of the SAS line enter itself on the
laser parameters. The modest dependen e of the SAS feature width and ontrast on laser
linewidth suggests that one an a urately perform rubidium hyper ne spe tros opy with
frequen y-noisy free-running lasers diodes. We demonstrate that experimentally below.
III.

EXPERIMENT:

The experimental setup is as in Fig. 4. For the instru tor of the lab, on e a laser sour e
is properly tuned, lab setup and fun tional veri ation ould be ompleted within an hour.
Students will spend between one and two hours adjusting the setup (mostly beam alignment
and Fabry-Perot adjustment), olle ting, and ompleting a preliminary analysis of their data.
As des ribed below in referen e to its ontribution to the systemati error in this ex11

periment, throughout we used a relatively low nesse (150) aluminum-body Fabry-Perot
avity ( onfo al type, FSR 385MHz, 20 m sold by Tea hspin) that was not in a temperature regulated en losure. This was a deliberate hoi e to make the experiment as simple
and student-friendly as possible. The hopper is not ne essary for this basi experiment, but
later in this manus ript we des ribe its use in a very simple modulation transfer proto ol
leading to an isotope shift measurement that is ideal for introdu ing students to the te hnique of syn hronous dete tion. The photode tors were ommodity 1 MHz, 0.3mm-square
photodiodes. Commer ial gold and broadband diele tri mirrors were used throughout.
All the experiments des ribed here used the same 10 m long, 1 in h O.D. natural abundan e rubidium va uum ell in a non-indu tive, (magneti ally) unshielded heated en losure
at 50oC , though, at redu ed signal ontrast, we have also done the experiment in a room
temperature ell. The polarizer was a plasti lm-type suitable for NIR, useful for enhan ing
the SAS ontrast. The neutral density lters were used both to reate a weak probe beam
and isolate the laser sour es from ba k re e tions (opti al feedba k). For ea h laser sour e
the supporting ele troni s onsisted of a ommer ial laser diode urrent driver modulated
by a triangle wave from an undergraduate lab basi signal generator, along with a ontrol
loop for the laser diode temperature stabilization. For the free-running laser diodes (many
were SANYO DL-7360-223H 780nm 200mW Infra-Red IR Laser Diodes, but others worked
well too) we used LDC-500 (Thorlabs) urrent sour es. Also for ea h of the free-running
laser diodes we wrote, tested, and tuned the same simple Arduino-based temperature PID
ontroller. Inexpensive NTC thermistors (NCP15XH103F03RC thermistors, 10KOhm at
room temperature) were the sensors used in that ontrol loop. Ea h of the ommer ial
ECDLs had additional support ele troni s to ontrol/modulate the laser temperature, urrent and grating angle. In all experiments the pump power was between 2 and 20 milliwatts,
with beam diameters ranging from 2 to 5 mm.
After tuning (temperature and DC urrent level) ea h laser onto resonan e with the rubidium atoms, a triangle wave modulation of the urrent (and, for ECDL's the grating angle)
on top of the DC urrent level s ans the laser's frequen y. The triangle wave parameters
were adjusted so that the full hyper ne series is overed ea h sweep. Visually he king the
regularity of the FP data indi ates that the laser's frequen y s an is likely to be free of
frequen y mode hops. The pump and probe beams are then adjusted for overlap inside
the vapor ell so as to yield os illos ope (Siglent SDS1204X-E) tra es with SAS resonan es
12

FIG. 4. Typi al SAS setup. Rb rubidium vapor ell, FP Fabry-Perot avity, PD photodiodes,
BS non-polarizing beam splitter, P polarizer, ND neutral density lter, L lens, CH hopper for
modulation transfer spe tros opy only.

on top of the absorption features, as shown in Fig. 5, (lower tra e). The tra es are stored
digitally and subsequently analyzed by lling out a table of the temporal lo ations of ea h
FP transmission resonan e and the enter of ea h SAS feature, using the former to lo ate
the latter as in the D2 example provided in Table I. Best pra ti e for doing so, as des ribed
throughout the literature, is not to t the FP data for a single fun tion of frequen y versus
sweep time, but instead to simply ount FP resonan es and interpolate a ross the nearest
neighbor FP resonan es.
Sin e both the FP and SAS resonan e lineshapes in general are non-symmetri , so as to
not ompli ate systemati s, we do not t individual lines, but simply re ord the lo ation of
just the peaks. This further simpli es the analysis by students. Next, to x the frequen y
s ale, we use the a epted value of the ground state 87Rb hyper ne splitting to determine
the Free Spe tral Range (FSR) of the FP avity. Redu ing the tabulated data as in Table I
to an isotope shift measurement is des ribed in detail below, being simple enough to do by
al ulator or in a brief O tave/MATLAB s ript.
13

IV.

ANALYSIS/COMPARISON

In Table I, we in lude the lo ation (by FP fringe value) for ea h labelled SAS resonan e
for a parti ular D2 laser. Sin e the D1 ex ited state hyper ne stru ture has fewer levels, it is
somewhat easier to analyze and for brevity (and sin e the analysis is quite similar) a separate
D1 example is not in luded here. Finally, note that under the omment olumn in the Table
\ omputed" means determined from the measured line enter of the asso iated ross-over
resonan e (we take to be exa tly half way between the ontributing ex ited states).
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FIG. 5. (a) Typi al D2 SAS signal (lower tra e) using an ECDL, intensity ramp removed, shown
with the simultaneously olle ted Fabry-Perot data (upper tra e), displa ed verti ally for larity.
Note that for simpli ity we have not bothered with balan ed dete tion to remove the Doppler
broadened resonan es to leave just the SAS resonan es.

Computing the state-averaged lo ation of the ex ited hyper ne manifold for the 87Rb
F=2 D2 line we have (7(3.8034)+5(3.0749)+3(2.6577)+...)/15 = 3.3314 FSR (likewise for
the 85 Rb F=3 in D2 light we have (9(6.8000)+7(6.4634)+5(6.3006)+...)/21 = 6.5689 FSR.
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TABLE I. Relevant SAS line enters, in units of the Fabry-Perot's Free Spe tral Range (FSR). All
values omputed via interpolation between the nearest Fabry-Perot resonan e line enters. In the
omment olumn we delineate those whi h are measured outright from the data ompared to those
whi h are omputed from the lo ations of the asso iated ross-over peak enters. Errors are not
listed for larity, but estimated errors are less than 10%

87 Rb F=2-1'

2.6577

omputed

87 Rb F=2-2'

3.0749

measured

X-over 1'+3'

3.2306

meas.

X-over 2'+3'
87 Rb F=2-3'

3.4423

meas.

3.8034

meas.

85 Rb F=3-2'

6.3006

omputed

85 Rb F=3-3'

6.4634

omputed

X-over 2'+4'

6.5503

meas.

X-over 3'+4'
85 Rb 3-4'

6.6317

meas.

6.8000

meas.

85 Rb F=2-3'

14.560

omputed

87 Rb F=1-2'

21.3019

meas.

The `: : : ' refer to the small ontribution we initially ignore from the lowest F' ex ited state.
Next, we determine the state-averaged frequen y of the transition using the known F assignment and the known ground state hyper ne intervals whi h we take as 87Rb D2 = 6835
MHz (whi h from subtra ting the lo ation of the last entry from the se ond entry in the
table we nd is 18.227 FSR) and 85 Rb D2 = 3036 MHz. As explained above, we ombine
this with the table values to ompute, for example, the 87 Rb state-averaged D2 frequen y
(5(3.3314)+3(3.3314+18.227))/8 = 10.166 FSR, whereas for the 85 Rb the omputation reads
(7(6.5689) + 5(6.5689+18.227(3036/6835))/12 = 9.942 FSR. The di eren e between these
two is the isotope shift in the D2 transition, for whi h onverting to frequen y via (10.1669.942)6835/18.227 = 84 MHz ( ompare with 81 MHz of Ref. [2℄ and the a epted value of
77 MHz of Ref. [22,26,28℄).
The normal mass shift (NMS) alone for this transition (780.25nm photon's f= 3.84 x 1014
Hz) is found by -s aling, using df=f = jd=j leading to df = 57.13 MHz. That means
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that the 84-57 = 27 MHz is apparently the nu lear part (NS) of the isotope shift between
85 Rb and 87 Rb. The best t value for this in the literature is about 20 MHz.22
Now assuming that whole NS part is due to the ground S state (sin e those ele trons
spend so mu h more time than non-S ele trons inside the nu leus) only, we an re ast the
measured isotope shift into a ground state energy di eren e between the isotopes, relative to
the ontinuum. Su h a di eren e indi ates a hemi al di eren e between di erent isotopes,
for one example, responsible for the fa t that the binding energy of deuterium to a typi al
mole ule is larger than that of hydrogen. This leads to the spontaneous segregation into
more heavily deuterated spe ies and hanges in the hemi al rea tion rates, some of whi h
have profound physiologi al onsequen es, in luding toxi ity of D2O. Of ourse, as dis ussed
earlier, part of the overall ele tron binding energy s ales with , so that one an expe t
the ratio of the normal part of the isotope shift (NS) to the isotope energy di eren e be
the same as the ratio of the opti al ex itation energy to the known ionization energy of Rb
(4.184 eV). Thus using the fa t that our D2 transition at 780.25 nm has an energy of 1.59
eV, we get 57.13(4.184/1.59)+27 = 177 MHz as the ground state energy shift between 85Rb
and 87Rb relative to the ontinuum.
Multiple runs with di erent sour es and at either wavelength (D1 or D2) indi ates that
the error in this ground state energy shift an be as large as  15 MHz. The a epted value
for the ground state energy shift is 164 MHz.22 The di eren e from our result detailed here
is hie y a systemati error from terms we ignored in omputing the \ enter of mass" of
the ex ited state manifolds (those `: : :' in the above). Note that if one in ludes as a naive
estimate for the missing transitions 85 Rb F=3 F'=1 and the 87 Rb F=2 F'=0 ontributing
to the `: : :' as being as far in energy from their neighbor (the 85 Rb F=3 F'=2 and the 87Rb
F=2 F'=1) as those states are from their respe tive neighbors (the 85 Rb F=3 F'=3 and the
87 Rb F=2 F'=2), one nds an isotope shift of 79 MHz (resulting in a ground state energy
shift of 172 MHz), somewhat loser to the a epted value.
Figure 6 is a dire t omparison of two di erent D1 SAS tra es, one with a free-running
laser diode and one with a ommer ial (VortexTM new Fo us) ECDL on the same frequen y
s ale. Beyond just visual omparison of the signals, an isotope shift measurement yields a
more detailed quantitative omparison of the spe tros opi data obtained from the various
light sour es.
The isotope shift measurements by the method above using both D1 and D2 free-running
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FIG. 6. (a) D1 SAS spe tra from a free running diode laser (light tra e) verti ally o set for larity
from that using a ommer ial (VortexTM , New Fo us) ECDL (dark tra e). (b) Detail of the overlay
of the F=2 85 Rb SAS resonan es showing omparable SAS resonan e width and ontrast for some
of the lines.
TABLE II. Comparison of measured isotope shifts (MHz) using various sour es. The last olumn
is the omputed ground state hyper ne interval ratio between the two isotopes present, and in row
1 are the best urrent values of these quantities from the literature. All omputed isotope shifts
10 MHz and the `" is for the data olle ted for Fig. 5 but without in luding the unresolved small
F' (ex ited) states estimated lo ation...see text.
Ref.[22 ℄

-

78

2.2514

Free Running #1

D1

69.7

2.2468

Free Running #1'

D1

71.4

2.2498

Free Running #2

D1

73.1

2.2457

Free Running #3

D1

73.4

2.2403

Free Running #4
ECDL VortexTM (New Fo us)
ECDL DLSTM (Tea hspin)

D2

79.4

2.2581

D1

80.3

2.2487

D2

84.2

2.2553

ECDL VortexTM (via MTS)

D1

74.1

2.2555

laser diodes and ommer ial ECDLs is summarized in Table II. All of these measurements
of the isotope shift are within a few MHz (about 10%) of ea h other and of the a epted
value (78MHz,22 ). Although we have performed this experiment on only a few lasers of
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ea h type, we expe t these results to be typi al. We on lude from this omparison that
using a free-running laser diode to interrogate warm atoms yields spe tros opi data of
essentially identi al quality to that of ECDLs. In re ognition of their omparatively simpler
onstru tion, use and mu h lower ost, free-running laser diodes for rubidium spe tros opy
are pra ti al and advantageous for these undergraduate laboratory experiments.
V.

MODULATION

TRANSFER

SPECTROSCOPY

USE

IN

ISOTOPE

SHIFT

MEASUREMENT

Be ause it is a two-beam non-linear opti al pro ess, SAS lends itself to a student-friendly
demonstration of the utility of syn hronous signal dete tion via modulation transfer spe tros opy. One only need turn on the hopper (shown in Fig. 4) and orrelate the pump
beam interruptions with the probe eld's intensity variations.46 We use as the referen e
input to the lo k-in ampli er the voltage from an additional ampli ed photodete tor (not
shown in Fig. 4) that inter epts a part of the pump beam before the ell. The probe eld's
transmission photodete tor voltage is input to the lo k-in. The laser s an is then slowed
(to about a 25 se ond period) and the SAS resonan es appear as peaks in the ampli er's
output as shown in Fig. 7. For those data the 795nm New Fo us VortexTM ECDL laser was
used, and analysis of these lo k-in data yields an isotope shift of 74 MHz and the measured
ground state hyper ne splitting ratio between isotopes that is only about 0.2% higher than
the a epted value.
Although there are ountless other ways of displaying the utility of lo k-in dete tion in
SAS and other non-linear opti al experiments, this one is on eptually simple, and ideal
for a student introdu tion to the te hnique. Of ourse, for this to work well students have
to take are to eliminate any extraneous pump light from entering the probe transmission
photodiode. Sin e these opti al elds are ounterpropagating this is usually easy to arrange.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Finally, we address several fa tors that ompli ate the interpretation of these SAS data
as a measurement of an isotope shift. Some of the onfounding e e ts in lude displa ements
of the SAS resonan es due to AC stark shifts, opti al pumping e e ts that may disturb the
18
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FIG. 7. Modulation transfer experiment lo k-in output (lower tra e) overlayed on the D1 SAS
signal (middle tra e, verti ally o set) with Fabry-Perot resonan es (uppermost tra e). A 3100 Hz
hop was used and the gain on the hopped pump PD was in reased to get at least 0.5 Vpp for
the SRS830 lo k-in ampli er referen e input. Other lo k-in parameters were 1ms time onstant,
100mV s ale.

SAS resonan e line enter, residual magneti eld shifts, line distortions from AC response
of dete tors during the sweep (typi ally at about 20-40 Hz), laser+Fabry-Perot avity frequen y and intensity drift during sweep, e e ts of transverse beam intensity pro les and
their spatial overlap, Fabry-Perot avity non-linearity, and nally, ubiquitous table (mostly
pointing)/ele tri al noise. Although most of these e e ts an deleteriously `pull' the line
enter one way or another, our rude approa h of lo ating the peaks probably leads to the
largest ontribution to the error in the determination of the isotope shift.
We have measured some of these e e ts, in luding the short term intrinsi spe tral stability of the 3d printed plasti laser head plus ustom Arduino-based digital ontrol loop we
use (to be des ribed in a forth oming publi ation) for our free-running laser diode sour es,
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so as to ompare it to ommer ially available produ ts. By parking the lasers at either an
edge of an absorption line or using a pair of invar onfo al avities (Thorlabs SA200-8B,
FSR 1.5 GHz) and re ording the transmission hanges over time we have measured RMS
short term intrinsi laser frequen y drifts of typi ally less than 17 MHz/s for the 3d printed
plasti laser head (795nm) and Arduino temperature stabilization. This is to be ompared
with less than 3 MHz/s in the Newfo us VortexTM laser (also at 795nm). Of ourse, sin e
one aptures both the SAS resonan e lines and the FP resonan e lines during the same
(single) tra e, the limitation here is primarily on the FP stability. For ease of student use
in all the experiments des ribed here we used an FP (Tea hspin, FSR 380MHz, 20 m, no
temperature stabilization) with an aluminum body, whi h we estimate may drifted as fast
as 60 MHz/s, leading to line enter errors not more than a few MHz level in a single tra e.
On the basis of the overall errors in the various attempts, we surmise that the forgoing
e e ts ombine randomly at this level. Exploring whi h of these other e e ts may dominate the systemati errors of this measurement is an important topi under investigation.
Frequen y-noisy free-running laser diodes are ideal for a straightforward, pedagogi ally useful and inexpensive undergraduate advan ed laboratory measurement of the isotope shift
in rubidium. This highlights and extends a ess to this non-linear opti al experiment that
reveals subtleties of atomi stru ture and an re ne student's mi rophysi al `pi ture' of the
atom, most notably, by hallenging ommon mis on eptions about the motion of the ele tron in the ground state. In omputing the isotope shift, students also get a glimpse of the
role of nu lear mass and size in ele troni spe tra. Beyond a demonstration of the use of
free-running laser diodes with SAS, we evaluated a straightforward quantum opti s based
theory model that explains why the SAS resonan es are somewhat sub-laser linewidth. Beause of its ri h utility, relative setup ease and low ost, it is hoped that this study will aid
the di usion of this laboratory a ross additional undergraduate advan ed laboratories.
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